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Introduction
The Science of Consciousness, from its neuropsychological roots, has become a very diverse
academic field ranging from the microcosm
(quantum biology) to the macrocosm (conscious
universe). Ed Mitchell further opened it up as a fullspectrum noetic science embracing the “Real Magic”
of clairvoyance, telepathy, psycho-kinesis and the
multi-dimensionality of near-death and out-of-body
experience. This includes experiential contact with
all multi-dimensional intelligent entities.

And yet, the Science of Consciousness has so far
not formally established any foundational principles
on a par with the energy sciences. The hard sciences
have no problem seeing Energy as an Absolute,
with the Fourier and Laplace transforms as regards
the wave function embodying potentially infinite
frequencies. Similarly, spirituality sees Awareness
as an Absolute, as embodied by an omniscient deity.
It would seem that a new cosmological paradigm
of foundational principles, as a multi-dimensional
protocol, would require a marriage between these
two Absolutes, and by default between science
and spirituality. To scientifically rephrase John the
Divine: “In the beginning was the Energy, and the
Energy was with Awareness, and the Energy was
Awareness”.
The various religious cosmologies describe, in
their cultural contexts, almost identical reiterations of
the grand unification between Awareness and Energy,
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including that of Ed Mitchell himself. Proposed here
is that such a scientific inter-dimensional paradigm,
equating full spectrum Awareness with full spectrum
Energy, is Integral Relativity – https://www.
neuroquantology.com/index.php/journal/article/
view/1267
We propose that Integral Relativity provides
a key scientific language that is universal and interdimensional; and also provides key scientific protocols
in both objective and subjective empiricism. Integral
Relativity by definition is inclusive of all sentient
life, and all subjective and objective phenomena
throughout the 3D and 4D physical universe,
whether carbon-based, silicon-based, plasma-based
or aether-based; and is also inclusive of all MetaPhysical (non-physical) sentient existence in the 5D
Subtle and 6D Causal universes. Integral Relativity is
therefore a cosmological Rosetta Stone of Awareness
and correlated Energy systems, proposing new
protocols in defining the varied modes of Awareness
and Energy shared by Intra- and Extra-Dimensional
beings, and of our potential harmonious interaction
via higher frequency Awareness - a veritable “Star
Bars” of our future commonality.
The Science of Consciousness landscape is
about to become transformed through the correlation
of Awareness in all states with Energy in all states;
which by default claims Integral Relativity as a true
TOE - in that Awareness in all states, as the missing
correlate, is now included. Like multi-dimensional
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Energy states, we now include and categorize multidimensional Awareness states common to all human
beings – 3D local Sensory Awareness and the body/
brain, 4D non-local Mind Awareness and its Energy
Body, 5D Subtle Consciousness Awareness and its
Soul Body, 6D Causal Witness Awareness and its
Causal Body. We each of us are all of these multidimensional Awareness/Energy states that embrace
all our experiential phenomena, from normal/rational
qualia, to paranormal/trans-rational qualia, to transdimensional qualia. In the Science of Consciousness
Symposium, Tucson 2016, Deepak Chopra said that
from a Universal Consciousness perspective the
entire Universe is qualia. An immediate consequence
of this is that science should no longer use the terms
“mind” and “consciousness” synonymously, but
should differentiate them as dimensional modes of
Awareness.

The proposed foundational principles
of the Science of Consciousness are the Four
Tenets of Integral Relativity, as self-evident and
incontrovertible truths - truths that provide interdimensional commonality for all entities, and truths
as extensions of the foundational principles of the
hard sciences. In this instance, Integral Relativity
is a true extension of General Relativity, where the
equation of Mass and Energy via a universal constant
is extended in continuum to the equation of Energy
and Awareness via a kosmic constant.
Like Erwin Laszlo (2007), Integral Relativity
also advocates the primacy of Awareness (from the
Indo-European root A Varus, meaning “in Truth”, or
Veritas) as the initiator of all en-action - En-ergia Energy. Any energetic phenomenon therefore has its
correlate in Awareness, from low frequency proto
energy/awareness in fundamental excitability to
enlightened high frequency Energy/Awareness
in non-dual experience. Bernardo Kastrup (2018)
provides a plausible framework for this, whereby
an intelligent cosmos can individuate its Awareness
through life forms to enact its agenda. From these
premises follow the proposed Four Tenets of Integral
Relativity:
1. The Equation of Energy with Awareness

Awareness as latent potential defines Energy; where
Energy in all states is the action potential and kinesis
of Awareness in all states, and becomes Awareness
made existent.
This is a reiteration of John the Divine’s biblical
genesis:
eISSN 1303-5150

In the Beginning was Energy, and the Energy was
with Awareness, and the Energy was Awareness.
Integral Relativity proposes that a wave’s
configuration is its Information, both as Awareness
and Energy. In its supra-position, a wave’s Information
is in its resting or latent potential, as Awareness in
attention. In its super-position, a wave’s Information
transduces to kinetic potential, as Awareness with
intention to act or interact. In its infra-position, a
wave’s Information further transduces to kinetic
extension as Awareness enacting as Energy. Tension
means ‘holding’, as a tensor vector dynamic.

Accordingly, Integral Relativity predicts
that Energy without super-positioned Awareness
is entropic; and Energy with super-positioned
Awareness is negentropic through recursion,
through the capacity of Awareness to self-reference
Information. Therefore it follows that the higher the
frequency of Awareness, the more negentropic its
activity becomes.
2. The Conservation and Continuity of Awareness

The Law of Conservation of Energy in all states, via
the First Tenet, is extended to the Conservation of
Awareness in all states, whereby Awareness cannot be
created nor destroyed, but only transformed from one
state to another.

This is a reiteration of the Buddha’s assertion
in the Pali Canon of the Continuity of Consciousness.
This also is in accordance with the quantum
tenet that, like energy, Information itself cannot be
destroyed, but is inherent in the Awareness/Energy
continuum.
3. The Continuum of Consciousness, Energy, Mind
and Matter via the Kosmic Constant

The Kosmic Constant is the primordial frequency,
ground state or carrier wave of Energy from which
all subsequent phenomena emerge through the
CEMM continuum. It follows, via the First and Second
Tenets, that the Kosmic Constant is also the primordial
Awareness; the activity of which is the primordial
Energy and all its subsequent phenomena.
In accordance with Planck’s formula, the
higher the frequency of energy, the more Information
it encodes. Awareness and Energy are therefore
Absolutes, because via Planck the quasi-infinite
frequency of the ground state would therefore carry
a quasi-infinite capacity of Information, which via
the First Tenet would be its omniscience; with an
www.neuroquantology.com
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entangled quasi-infinite velocity as its omnipresence;
and with a quasi-infinite action potential as its
omnipotence. In this context, Planck’s formula
validates most religious cosmologies, and also
validates the Kosmic Constant as the Absolute “In
Truth” (A Varus) Awareness. And emerging from that
ground state, as lower frequencies and their higher
amplitude modulations, is the continuum into lower
dimensional modes of Awareness and correlated
Energy.
4. The Integral Relativity between Observers
and the Observed in Hilbert Spaces as specified
full-spectrum Domains
The perception of any given observed phenomenon is
relative to the Awareness frequencies of the Observers
of that phenomenon.
From relative velocities in General Relativity
we now move to relative frequencies in Integral
Relativity. We propose that Awareness and Energy
are differentiated variously into dimensional fullspectrum frequency bands, as Sensory, Mind,
Consciousness, and Witness, each according to the
Hilbert Space they occupy as a Spectrum Domain or
Dimension; where Sensory awareness is 3D, Mind is
4D, Consciousness is 5D, Witness is 6D, and “Supreme
Observer” is nD as Hilbert Spaces. So each mode
taken by an Observer is differentiated and defined by
a correlated experiential injunction of the specified
mode of Awareness. 3D and 4D awareness are of
the Concrete/Physical Spectrum; 5D awareness is of
the Subtle Spectrum; 6D awareness is of the Causal
Spectrum.

In other words, the Observer experience of any
observed is relative to the specified Concrete, Subtle
and Causal perspectives taken by the Observers;
where those perspectives are specified frequency
factors. Integral Relativity is therefore a higheroctave take of Special Relativity, where an Observer’s
velocity now becomes analogous to an Observer’s
frequency. This is in accordance with Carlo Rovelli’s
(1996) Relational Quantum Mechanics, where
all physical qualities are not only relative to the
Observer’s frequency, but are also embedded in and
embodied by the specified substrate of the Observer’s
perceptive reality as Mind, (and additionally including
our proposed Consciousness and Witness). In this light
we now review the Four Tenets more closely.
1. Deriving from the First Tenet, “Awareness as
latent potential defines the Energy; where Energy in all
eISSN 1303-5150

states is the action potential and kinesis of Awareness
in all states, and becomes Awareness made existent”,
it follows that: mass/energy equivalence is extended
to include cognitive teleology as an attentionallydefined, self-recursive, emergent process articulating
all aspects of manifest reality including mass, as
E(-Ψ-)A = R,

where Ψ = Wave function, A = Awareness, E = Energy,
R = Reality (awareness made existent), and “(- -)”
defines an emergent self-recursive relation between
elements.
As per Integral Relativity, a wave must itself
embody the link correlating Awareness and Energy.

2. Deriving from the Second Tenet, “The
Conservation of Awareness, whereby the Law of
Conservation of Energy in all states, via the First Tenet,
is extended to the Conservation of Awareness in all
states”, it follows that: Awareness and Energy are the
components of Information.

Awareness structures energy into Information,
which is coded via frequency modulation. Energy
and Awareness are therefore necessarily conserved
in a quantum paradigm, as energy is conserved. The
3D to 4D quantum limit expressed in an elementary
quantum of action then, necessarily implies a
delineated hence necessarily finite (if mathematically
“infinite”) number of frequency bound energetic
combinations, increasing with the amount of energy,
which may be structuralized. Awareness, therefore,
is conserved as Energy due to Planck’s constant h.

h = in metre-kilogram-second units 6.62607004
× 10 joule∙second, with a standard uncertainty of
0.000000081 × 10−34 joule∙second.
−34

The domain is constrained by the numerical
specificity imposed by h as it subdivides E, the range
then corresponds to said limit imposed upon A
(allowing transformative restructuralization within
a conserved and bounded energetic/informational
medium).

3. Deriving from the Third Tenet, “The
Continuum of Consciousness, Energy, Mind and Matter
via the Kosmic Constant, which is the primordial
frequency or carrier wave of Energy from which all
subsequent phenomena emerge through the CEMM
continuum”. It follows that: the vibratory quantum
ground of universal processes as a functional of basis
of conscious interactivity is expressed as a primary
emergent ontological beat-frequency limited by the
www.neuroquantology.com
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coherent mass-fraction of the universe.

To extend the ideas of Hameroff and Penrose
(2014) to universal physical systems, we write:
τ ≈ħ / (dEG /dCmf),

where τ = time, ħ = h/2π EG = gravitational self-energy
of the difference between the two (stationary) massdistributions of the superposition, derivative of the
universal Coherent Mass Fraction (Cmf).

4. Deriving from the Fourth Tenet, “The
perception of any given observed phenomenon is
relative to the Awareness frequencies of the Observers
of that phenomenon”, it follows that:
dP/dv ∝ P,

where P = Perception and v = Frequency,
perception then being dependent upon the relative
frequency of observers.

Integral Relativity therefore proposes that
all types of Relativity, from General, to Special
(Einstein), to Integral (Neale), are collectively defined
as the relativity between Observers and the Observed
in all Domains/Hilbert Spaces; where each type of
Relativity is defined by the Observer’s frequencyspecified perception of an Observed in a specified
Hilbert Space.
In the paper “Integral Relativity of Awareness
and Energy” attached, four chapters deal more
specifically with “Towards Proving…” each Tenet in
current scientific work.

The differentiation of Consciousness, Mind,
Energy and Matter is made via a model that
combines with three similar prominent models:
Firstly, with Elizabeth Rauscher’s development of
the Complex Eight-Dimensional Model of Minkowsky
Space (CEDMS), where Minkowsky differentiated
the four dimensions of Physical Space from four
dimensions of “Super-space”. Secondly, Garret Lisi’s
E8 Geometry, which provides the cosmological
template of octo-dynamic fractalization. Thirdly,
with aspects of Ken Wilber’s Integral Model, which
differentiates four interactive categories of Kosmic
existence as Four Quadrants. The added dimension
of a third axis differentiates the Four Quadrants
of physical existence (Wilber’s model) from Four
correlated Quadrants of non-physical existence. But
rather than being merely Minkowsky’s 4D Hilbert
“Super-space”, or the “Non-locality” as defined
by Quantum Field Theory, we propose that nonphysical existence goes on to include a 5D Hilbert
eISSN 1303-5150

Space Spectrum of Information synonymous with the
“Subtle existence” of the Ancient Traditions; “Subtle”
in the true etymological sense of Meta-Physical,
or “beyond physical” - the Domain of our Soul, as a
Subtle Consciousness monad, as entities with Subtle
Bodies and Subtle Realms of existence.

The cosmological picture beginning to emerge
in the New Sciences, most notably quantum physics
and quantum biology, is strikingly similar to that
of ancient cosmologies. The Vedic scientists and
meditators several thousand years ago in India
mapped out an extremely detailed cosmology
with three full-spectrum Domains called kayas or
vehicles: Nirmanakaya as this Concrete Universe,
Sambhogakaya as the Subtle Universe, and
Dharmakaya as the Causal Universe. The individual
Awareness is said to occupy or embody all these
Domains via a series of full-spectrum “sheathes” or
koshas: Anamayakosha is this gross physical body,
Pranamayakosha is its accompanying Energy Body
/ Chakras, and Manamayakosha is the individual 4D
Mind as our Concrete Awareness in the Nirmanakaya;
Vijnanamayakosha is our 5D Subtle Awareness in the
Sambhogakaya; and Anandamayakosha is our nD
Causal Awareness in the Dharmakaya. They describe
how when the physical Anamayakosha dies, the
Energy Body Pranamayakosha and individual Mind
Manamayakosha associated with it also dissolve back
into the undifferentiated Akasha field from which
they emerged, and where all the information as our
experiences are stored in that universal memory. This
Akashic ground state Laszlo (2007) equates with the
4D Zero Point Field. However, our Vijnanamayakosha
or individual Soul awareness persists in the 5D
Subtle Domain, and looks for another physical
incarnation to continue its evolution with perfect
continuity. In the Pali Canon, Buddha is recorded to
have said that there are four injunctions to a selfaware “Continuity of Consciousness” between and
during incarnations, which are a pre-requisite for
Enlightenment: To remember your existence after
death; to remember selecting your parents as your
doorway to incarnation; to remember being in the
womb; and to remember being born. It is also in
being able to fulfill these injunctions that a special
candidate is selected as the Dalai Lama.
To be able to pursue this scientifically,
transpersonal subjective experiential proofs lay in
the Observers being able to perform the experiential
injunctions for each Domain with congruent
repeatable results. For the Concrete Domain we
www.neuroquantology.com
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require the Self-aware Mind; for the Subtle Domain
we require the Self-aware Consciousness; and for the
Causal Domain we require the Self-aware Witness.
Dean Radin at IONS claims that the best results come
from at least 200Hz Lambda meditators.

Extrapolating this frequency elevation as an
experiential developmental reality, let us say that
this physical reality we are most accustomed to
embraces our Self-awareness as Sensory, via our
biological vehicle of awareness as Body/Brain, in our
Domain/Spectrum of existence called this local 3D
Physical Universe. However, at some later stage in
our cognitive development we become Self-aware as
Mind. We are now in non-local 4D reality, from where
we see our 3D existence as valid but subordinate. In
4D reality we come to acknowledge non-locality, and
then realize that the Mind becomes free of the Sensory
Body with direct awareness of its Energy Body and
its non-local nature. In this state it can astral travel,
remote view, and perform many of the “siddhis” of
the mystics. In the “ultra-violet” of the 4D Spectrum
is Universal Mind and Akashic experience. It is here
in very heightened mystical states, and inevitably in
death, that we realize 5D reality, when we become
Self-aware as Subtle Consciousness, via our Subtle
vehicle of awareness as Soul, in our Domain/
Spectrum of existence called the Subtle Universe.
Beyond that in meditative states we become Selfaware in 6D Causal reality as Witness. Because Pure
Awareness is fundamental, as nD reality, it pervades
all other dimensions in viewing through their
various Spectrum lenses - like Radio Bands of UHF,
VHF and HF - as Witness, Consciousness, Mind and
Sensory awareness respectively. The key inference
here is that no matter where a sentient entity exists
in the various Spectrum Dimensions of the entire
Kosmos, there is the commonality of fundamental nD
Awareness, which then assumes sheathes of lesser
dimensional lenses of perception.
According to Planck’s formula, the higher the
frequency of a wave, the more Information it contains.
Extrapolating this, a quasi-infinite frequency holds a
quasi-infinite capacity for Information. In the Radio
Band analogy this is called the Carrier Wave, out of
which all the Station modalities are differentiated.
Information is thus “informed” through dimensional
transduction into tangible form. The hard physics
behind this is that lower or denser Domains of form
emerge into ex-istence via Hilbert Space Spectrum
Bands of lower frequency and higher amplitude. It
therefore follows that higher dimensional entities,
eISSN 1303-5150

in order to enter lower dimensions, will have the
capability to transduce their vibrational frequency to
lesser modalities of frequency and amplitude.

For entities existing in “higher” Domains, it is
perhaps easier for them to “descend” and interact
with the “lower” Domains, through lowering their
frequency and elevating their amplitude, than it is
for a 3D entity to attempt to elevate their frequency
into “higher” Domains. Nevertheless, this is our
evolutionary challenge, where greater awareness is
an organism’s greatest survival factor. This perhaps
ultimately plays out in “Contact Modalities”, where
a human 4D capacity of Awareness finally meets
the common ground of entities awaiting contact in
5D. It is possible that alien “abductions” are in fact
instances where an entity can temporarily elevate
an “abductee’s” frequency to enable contact. For this
communion to take place as a human intention, we
need to become Consciousness Self-aware. We need
to start meditating to elevate the frequency of our
Energy Body.

Perception is therefore Awareness as a 6D
Witness viewing through these Causal, Subtle
and Physical lenses as Witness, Consciousness
and Mind and Sensory awareness respectively.
However, through Integral Relativity’s Awareness/
Energy equation, where En-ergia is the “en-action”
of Awareness, each Dimension/Spectrum Domain
is as much an arena of sentient activity as this
physical universe. From this physical perspective of
the human psyche, higher spectrum Domains may
be seen as “spiritual”, whereas they are actually
embedded in and embodied by physical existence,
as an Energy/Awareness continuum. However, it is
because of this continuum that multi-dimensional
entities can interface with the multi-dimensional
human psyche, either as an NDE 5D Soul contact,
or as an Energy Body through the 4D Mind, or
physically through the 3D brain/body. This gives an
entity a variety of choices as to how to interact with
the human psyche. According to the wave paradigm
of Frequency, Amplitude and Spin/Polarity, an
entity from a more subtle Dimension can lower its
frequency and polarity, while elevating its amplitude,
and thereby materialize as any physical entity or
form of its choosing. Alternatively, it can manipulate
the human psyche as to appear to have physical
form or presence, whereas it in fact has none; or it
can temporarily elevate the frequency of the human
psyche to a level of perception of the Dimension
in which the entity actually exists. In the various
www.neuroquantology.com
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recorded contact modalities, all these methods have
been used.

For the human being to proactively play a role
in contact modalities, as in being able to choose the
contact modality preferred, it is incumbent on the
individual to engage in frequency-raising practices
such as meditation. The physics behind the Observer
experience of any observed is relative to the
specified Concrete, Subtle and Causal perspectives
taken by the Observers. This All-Domains injunction
is derived from the First Tenet of Integral Relativity,
whereby Awareness in all states is equated to Energy
in all states. This equation effectively throws open the
doors that have separated Science from Spirituality,
and therefore makes the Integral Relativity model
truly Integral. As Integral Relativity’s Awareness
and Energy equation suggests, it is truly contiguous
with, rather than analogous to, General Relativity’s

equation of Energy and Mass, and is therefore a
hard science with objective and subjective empirical
protocols. These are the ground rules that establish
the Domains relative to each other. The higher our
frequency in this Concrete Domain, the more we
become aware of our implicit existence in other
Domains, as shown by the red arrows in the Fig. 1
below.

A simple analogy to explain the chart is to
see the three Spectrum Domains of information
as three Frequency Bands of a radio - HF, VHF and
UHF - where the radio receiver itself is the physical
organism; and where each Band has its own carrier
wave, or ground state, carrying all the modulated
frequencies of that Band. As we evolve, we learn
to tune our Awareness to higher frequencies both
within a Band and between Bands. The chart shows
how our “VHF Band” Consciousness correlates with
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Figure 1. States of Awareness Correlating Mind, Consciousness and Witness.
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our “HF Band” Mind.

The All-Domains chart shows how these
frequency correlations are not only to do with the
frequency spectrums of the 4D Energy Body (first
column) and 4D Mind (second column) through
levels of Extension, but also with the 5D Subtle
Body (third column) and 5D Consciousness (fourth
column) through correlated levels of Intention, and
6D Witness (fifth column) through correlated levels
of Attention. Higher levels of Attention correlate
with higher levels of Intention and Extension, and
therefore higher levels of psychic abilities.

For example, telepathy between two or
more human minds occurs not only in the higher
frequencies of the Energy Body and Mind (the first
two columns in the Chart), but also in the correlated
frequencies in the higher dimensional Hilbert spaces
of the remaining columns. A thought arising in a given
human 4D Mind is immediately present through the
entire universe via the ZPF, where two minds that
are entangled can communicate instantly via higher
frequencies and higher dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Remote viewing also happens in this way, as does
astral travel via the correlated Energy Body, and
is also immediate. People with 4D remote viewing
capacities have developed “direct perception”, which
is beyond linear time as the “past-present-future” 3D
mnemonic activity of the human brain. Some people
have developed clairvoyance naturally from birth,
such as the capacity to see coming events on the 3D
plane that already are in the process of actualization
in higher dimensional Hilbert spaces. Many contact
modalities are through an individual’s capacity to
use these higher frequency capabilities, and many
contact experiences are “out of time” events that
can be understood via the “celestial mechanics” of
Integral Relativity.
Our 5D Consciousness is outside of 4D Mind
and 3D Space-time, and sees physical existence
from an ever-Now perspective, as a Big Picture. “At
any time” 5D Consciousness can inform 4D Mind
of a future situation, as precognition. But how we
interpret the precognition is frequency-dependent.
Looking at the chart, for example, if our Awareness
is operating “across the board in All Domains” at
the First Attention, say correlating to the “Concrete”
cognitive stage of 4D Mind, we only have a vague
feeling of what our 5D Consciousness is trying to
inform us, as a “gut feeling”. Higher up in the First
Attention, say correlating to “Plural” cognition,
eISSN 1303-5150

we have a much stronger “intuitive” sense of our
Consciousness clearly informing us, like a guardian
angel. This is the basis of precognition. And higher
still in the Second Attention, where we at last become
Consciousness Self-aware correlating to “Vision
Logic” cognition, we also become fully pre-cognitive
as a self-aware Soul, as well as remembering our past
lives and our undying continuity of Consciousness.
This is considered to be a high-frequency spiritual
ability, with high evolutionary advantages, where an
evolving Awareness is an organism’s key to enhanced
survival capability.

Experiments
confirm
that
continuous
meditation of 2500 trained individuals has reduced
crime in city DC Washington for 23% during the
meditation period (Hagelin et al., 1999). Their
meditation brought peace and harmony in higher
dimensional Hilbert spaces, which influenced the
individual minds of the surrounding population.
Radin (2008) shows that directing a 5D intention
toward a distant 3D person activates that person’s
autonomic nervous system.
Corroborating these findings are The Global
Consciousness Project, in distributing random
number generators (RNG’s) to every locale on the
planet, and proving time and again a global interconnectivity of awareness as events occur locally;
Dean Radin’s (2016) double-slit experiments at
I.O.N.S. with meditators worldwide, showing Sigma
5.7 levels of validity in correlating the meditator’s
awareness with the behavior of photons; Radin’s
further collaboration with the GCP, correlating
observer awareness with events; Nassim Haramein’s
and William Brown’s (2017) Unified Spacememory
Network, whereby the free exchange of entangled
information between non-locality and locality
exacerbates the evolution of sentience in individual
organisms via sentience as a unified field; and the
rigorous empirical research of after-death Subtle
spectrum existence by Gary Schwartz (2017) U AZ,
Ian Stevenson U V, and Pim Van Lommel (2017) U
Amsterdam; all of which has created the need of a
unified Integral model that can not only categorize
this research, but also explain its results.

The Dalai Lama has lined up his best meditators
under controlled laboratory conditions, also with
Dean Radin at IONS, to show how higher intentional
Awareness from 80Hz to 140Hz Gamma, and around
200 Hz Lambda, yield higher frequency Energy
enactments in the Lower and Higher Hilbert Spaces.
These are the siddhis, or supernatural powers of
www.neuroquantology.com
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the yogis. Radin (2017) is pursuing these higher
awareness enactments, investigating everything from
levitation, mind-reading, remote viewing, intentional
teleportation, astral travel, after-death awareness,
past lives memory, Akashic Wisdom awareness and
ultimately Mind/Consciousness Enlightenment.
IR provides a solid basis for understanding how
and why this is so, and can therefore provide solid
guidance in accelerating our understanding of Mind
and Consciousness, just as Einstein’s GR accelerated
our understanding of Energy and Matter.
The All Domains model therefore explains
the existence of sentient beings from Meta-Physical
Domains who are already capable of all the above,
including their ability to materialize in this Concrete
Domain. In that regard, they do not necessarily
require 3D or 4D technology to move around the
3D and 4D Universe. For the purposes of the New
Sciences this is a crucial understanding, in the advent
of the arrival of these beings on this planet and of
our being able to understand their origins and their
psychic abilities. The question remains, what are the
physics underlying inter-dimensional contact?

Integral Relativity’s Fourth Tenet claims that
the perception of any given observed phenomenon is
relative to the Awareness frequencies of the Observers
of that phenomenon. Integral Relativity proposes that
our Causal Awareness (Witness) views through the
ground states of each Spectrum Domain, whether
we know it (Ultra Violet) or not (Indigo and below).
The ground state in each Spectrum/Domain is a
given fundamental frequency, or the Carrier Wave
of all subsequent frequencies in that Domain. So
for the Concrete Domain, the ground state of a 3D
Observer is 4D Mind residing in the Zero Point Field,
or Quantum Vacuum; wherein a specific individual’s
Mind is a unique wave configuration differentiating
it from other individuals sharing the ZPE Mind Field
itself.
Integral Relativity proposes that for a 3D
Observer at rest, making no observation, their 4D
Mind is in its resting wave state as latent potential.
The moment an intention comes to Mind, such as
to make an observation, that intention originates in
the Observer’s 5D Subtle Consciousness, which also
resides in and is embodied by the 4D Concrete Mind.
A 5D energetic intention has the effect of activating
4D Mind from a state of latent potential to a state
of kinetic potential, which is the precursor of an
energetic 3D Body action or kinesis correlated to that
eISSN 1303-5150

intention. The continuum of this nD-6D-5D-4D-3D
process is entanglement, as described by Haramein
and Brown’s Unified SpacememoryNetwork (2017).
The Spacememory Network describes a quantum
entangled wormhole network, where the spacetime
structure of wormholes (from micro to macro) is
the basis of entanglement. This is perhaps key to
understanding the technological capabilities of highfrequency alien entities, via entanglement and its
correlated Observer Effects.
The experiential All Domains chart can be recontextualized as Integral Relativity’s octo-dynamic
model, in Fig. 2.

The Eight Fundamental Perspectives are the
basis of the Integral Model where any specified
entity, such as a photon, has an interior aspect, an
exterior aspect, an individual aspect, a collective
aspect, a local aspect and a non-local aspect. These
six polarities through recombination give eight
fundamental perspectives of that photon, or of that
organism which must learn to survive through these
perspectives. Because the 8 FP’s can be applied to
any specified aspect of the Cosmos anywhere in the
Cosmos (Fig. 3), they provide a valid model for a true
TOE as a fractal cosmology. The intersection of the
axes is ground zero, such as Zero Point Awareness/
Energy, and from there all eight octants evolve
outward towards complexity.
The four lower octants 2,4,6,8 pertain to the
Physical Universe (3 & 4 D Concrete Domain), and the
four upper octants 1,3,5,7 pertain to the correlated
Meta-Physical Universe (5 D Subtle Domain, and 6D
Causal Domain). These are the eight “archangelic”
creative forces of most religious cosmologies. It is
therefore fundamentally inevitable that any alien
culture capable of inter-dimensional existence would
know this model.

Integral Relativity appears to be developing as
an E8 Geometry Fractal Metatheory. For any sentient
entity inhabiting or visiting the Concrete Domain,
these octo-dynamics apply as a common basis of
identity and understanding. The Integral Relativity
octo-dynamic cosmological model is therefore
an invaluable tool to establish a mutual sense of
commonality between Spirituality and Science. The
Science of Consciousness, via the Four Tenets as
foundational principles, can therefore play a major
role in uniting human awareness on this planet, and
raising its vibration as a place of peace.
www.neuroquantology.com
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Figure 2. The Integral Cosmological Template of Eight Fundamental Perspectives.
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Figure 3. The Template of Kosmic Manifestation.
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